Assignment 4

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) CVV is not a possible syllable pattern
   - True
   - False
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: False

2) Bound morphemes can occur only if attached to some other morpheme
   - True
   - False
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: True

3) Compounding is a not a derivational process
   - True
   - False
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: False

4) Phonology is the study of word formations in a language
   - True
   - False
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: True

5) A morpheme is the smallest meaningful unit of a language
   - True
   - False
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: False

6) ‘Blackbird’ is a compound word
   - True
   - False
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: True

7) The plural morpheme -e in English is a suffix
   - True
   - False
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: False

8) Which one of the following is a principle?
   - Every sentence must have a subject
   - All languages have gender agreement
   - All speech sounds are nasal
   - All languages must have aspirated sounds
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: Every sentence must have a subject

9) English does not have gender agreement in plural formation
   - True
   - False
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answer: True